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the golden order returns home and reclaims hreidmar for regin and reginhild. regin promises to grant them lands in hreidmar if they swear to only serve
them. the golden order accepts and reginhild is crowned as queen of hreidmar. regin, sigurd, and reginhild then travel to meet with the old dragon-

slaying hero, beowulf, who is now a humble farmer. beowulf's name is changed to beowulf, the hairy-handed, for he does not have strength in his arms,
but he has courage in his heart. beowulf and the golden order then travel the world together and save kingdoms, one hero at a time. the events of the

the golden dragon will be unlocked by entering the cave of the forlorn. there are four legendary armament in the cave, the golden order greatsword, the
thunderfury, the thunderbastard, and the thunderhammer, all of which are available from the ordina, liturgical town site of grace. you must collect the

three stonesword keys and enter the cave of the forlorn to begin. in the cave of the forlorn, you must be at level 10 or higher in the ordina, liturgical town
site of grace to enter. head west to the frozen riverbed to start the battle against the troll. first, you must use the thunderfury to kill the troll and then the
thunderbastard to kill the troll's friends. from there, the remaining quest is to use the thunderhammer to kill the troll and then the thunderfury to kill the
troll's friends. you can use the thunderfury and thunderbastard to kill the troll's friends again to get legendary armament: thunderfury, which is found in
the ordina, liturgical town site of grace. repeat the process three times to get the last legendary armament, legendary armament: thunderhammer. once

completed, you will get the golden order greatsword.
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